
Early Learning Goal
Know some similarities and differences

between things in the past and now, drawing on
their experiences and what has been read in

class
Understand the past through settings,

characters and events encountered in books
read in class and storytelling.

Vocabulary
old, new, past,

present, ago, family
tree, a long time
ago, when I was

little, before, after,
difference,

compare/compariso
n, tradition,

baby/babies,
child/children,

adult/s

Year 1
Toys: changes within living

memory
 
 
 
 

Space & Exploration
 
 
 
 

Year 2
The Great Fire of London

 
 
 
 

Victorian Empire
 
 
 

Vocabulary
EYFS vocab +

before I was born,
after I was born,
then, now, a long

time ago,
approximately,

current,
chronology,
during, era,

handmade, often,
plastic, usually,
wood, timeline,

technology,
astronaut,

evidence, gather,
launch, mission,
scientist, space

race, travel,
explorer, voyage,

landing, space
station

Vocabulary
Year 1 vocab + St Paul’s Cathedral, 1666,
landmarks, capital city, plague, fire, eye-

witness, steeple, diary, parmesan, impact,
architect, escape, destruction, peasants,

refugees, fire service, recently, years,
decades, centuries, battles, Belgium,

cholera, Crimean war, injured, Jamaica,
London, nursing, remedy, treatment,

soldiers, royalty, Queen, crown, throne,
empire, Ragged School, poverty, wealth,

chimney sweeps, the Children’s Act

Year 3
Changes from Stone Age to Iron Age

 
 
 
 

Ancient Civilisations
 
 
 
 

Vocabulary
KS1 vocab + afterlife, ancient, archaeologist,

architecture, artefacts, chronology, civilisation,
continent, culture, hierarchy, hieroglyphics,

irrigation, mummification, Nile, papyrus,
pharaoh, preserve, pyramids, sarcophagus,

tomb, civilisation, discovery, era, extinct,
farming, flint, hearth, island, Mesolithic,

migration, Neanderthal, Neolithic, nomad,
Palaeolithic, remains, settler/settlement,
barrow, bronze, Druids, hillfort, invasion,

rampart, sacrifice

Year 4
Roman Britain

 
 
 
 

Scots & Anglo Saxons
 
 
 
 

Anglo Saxons & Vikings
 
 
 

Vocabulary
Y3 vocab + Anglo-Saxon, aqueduct, barbarian, bath house, century, Christianity, conquest,
Danegeld, freeman, gladiator, gods, invasion, justice, Jutes, kingdom, law, longship, mosaic,

migration, monk, pagan, Picts, raids, religion, runes, Saxons, Scots, settlement, slave, Vikings,
villa, colonialism, alliance, allies, annulment, Catholic, circumnavigation, colony, court,

divorce, empire, heir, hereditary, indigenous, interpret, inventory, Lancaster, monastery,
nobles, peasant, portrait, Protestant, superstition, trade, yeoman, York 

Year 5
Ancient Greeks

 
 
 

Benin
 
 
 

The Tudors
 
 
 

Vocabulary
KS1 & LKS2 vocab +

acropolis, 
 chronology, citadel,

continent, deity,
democracy,

merchant, military,
mythology,

philosophy, polis,
polytheists,

seafaring, society,
warfare AD, century,

decade, museum,
curator, evidence,

object, artefact,
interpretation,

gallery, exhibition,
words associated

with the Kingdom of
Benin, e.g. Brass

casting, palace, royal
court, Oba, Uzama;
words associated

with the Tudors e.g
monarch, reign, war

of the roses,
reformation of Tudor

England

Year 6
   WW2 - Battle of Britain
   WW2 - Effect on our local area

 
Meanwhile...Elsewhere (independent project)

Vocabulary
KS1 & KS2 vocab +, evacuation, rationing, air raid, Blitz, campaign,
defend, evacuate, invade, allies, Nazi, Jew, occupation, military,
Luftwaffe, Concentration Camp, Hitler, Royal Air Force, Home

Guard, Home Front, VE Day, D-Day, Normandy landings, Treaty of
Versailles, Hiroshima, Holocaust
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